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BOSTON: Jayson Tatum and Jaylen Brown com-
bined for 53 points as the Boston Celtics outmus-
cled the Golden State Warriors 116-100 to take a 2-
1 lead in the NBA Finals on Wednesday. Boston,
bullied by the Warriors in a game two blowout in
San Francisco on Sunday, bounced back with a
dominant physical performance to regain the initia-
tive in the best-of-seven series in a pulsating clash
at the Celtics’ TD Garden.

Brown led Boston scoring with 27 points, while
Tatum had 26 points and Marcus Smart 24 as the
Celtics moved to within two wins of a record 18th
NBA crown. Robert Williams III was the star of a
rejuvenated Boston defensive performance, hauling
in 10 rebounds, blocking four shots and pilfering
three steals to frustrate the Warriors. Stephen Curry
led Golden State with 31 points while Klay
Thompson rediscovered his scoring touch with 25,
but it was not enough for Steve Kerr’s side.

Celtics coach Ime Udoka pinpointed the rugged
physical displays of Williams and Al Horford as a
key to the win. “We want to try to impose our will

and size in this series,” Udoka said. “It’s going to be
a back-and-forth battle as far as that, but when we
get nights like this from (Williams and Horford),
obviously it pays dividends for us.” Warriors coach
Kerr meanwhile said his team had been “plugging
holes” throughout.

“They did a good job. They earned the win. They
put a lot of pressure on us and felt like we were
kind of swimming upstream most of the night,” Kerr
said. It looked as if a Warriors comeback was on the
cards after a Curry three-pointer late in the third
quarter gave Golden State their first lead since the
opening seconds of the game at 83-82. But Boston
refused to buckle and regained the initiative to lead
by four points heading into the final quarter.

The Celtics then surged clear with a 9-2 run at
the start of the fourth to jump out to an 11-point
lead before closing out a deserved victory. A miser-
able night for Golden State was capped by defen-
sive talisman Draymond Green fouling out in the
fourth quarter to a cacophony of jeers from the
Boston crowd. “He had a tough game, but I trust

Draymond as much as I trust anybody,” Kerr said.
“He always bounces back from losses and from
tough nights individually. He’ll be back on Friday.”

Fast start 
Earlier, the Celtics had jumped on the Warriors

in the first quarter, racing into a 10-4 lead. With
Boston’s defense swarming all over Golden State,
the Warriors were never able to generate any
scoring momentum. Instead it was Boston who
kept the scoreline ticking over with Brown leading
the way as the Celtics moved into a 15-point lead
before finishing the first 11 points clear. The
Warriors improved their shooting markedly in the
second quarter but a determined Boston main-
tained their double-digit advantage, outscoring the
Warriors 35-34.

There were signs of a Warriors revival after the
Celtics had stretched into an 18-point lead midway
through the quarter, with Thompson and Curry both
knocking down threes to help reduce the deficit to
seven points at 56-49. But whenever the Warriors

seemed poised to close the gap further, Boston
responded with a big play. Al Horford’s steal set up
a dunk for Brown, who finished the half with 22
points as the Celtics took a 68-56 half-time lead.

Boston started the third quarter in the same
manner, managing to re-establish a double-digit
cushion whenever Golden State made a dent in the
Celtics lead. Eventually, though, the Warriors’ offen-
sive pressure told and the momentum shifted in a
matter of seconds when Curry’s three-pointer cut
the Boston lead to six points at 82-76 with just over
five minutes in the period remaining.

A flagrant foul by Horford turned it into a four-
point play and Otto Porter Jr’s three-pointer from
26ft made it a two-point game. But Boston powered
back with Grant Williams draining a three-pointer
to put the Celtics seven points clear at 93-86 before
Thompson hit back from beyond the arc to make it
a four-point game heading into the fourth. Any
hopes of a Warriors recovery were snuffed out in
the Celtics decisive burst of scoring in the final
period. —AFP

BOSTON: Fans at The Greatest Bar celebrate the Celtics scoring points and leading in the game during the first quarter of the game during game three of the NBA playoffs with the Boston Celtics taking on the Golden State
Warriors on June 8, 2022. —AFP

Tatum, Brown spark Celtics for NBA Finals lead

Belgium bounce back 
to crush Poland 6-1
PARIS: Belgium tore Poland apart to win their Nations
League match 6-1 in Brussels on Wednesday. Belgium
lost their opening game to neighbours Netherlands but
responded with an increasingly dominant performance
and finished the game with five goals in just over 30
minutes. “It brings extra emotion when you lose
against your rivals so that was definitely a motivator
tonight,” said Belgium coach Roberto Martinez.
“Against The Netherlands we were passive, waiting,
insecure. Now we were a team instead of individuals.”

Belgium suffered another early setback on
Wednesday as the visitors took the lead after 28 min-
utes as star striker Robert Lewandowski struck with
his 22nd goal for club and country in 2022. The Bayern
Munich attacker controlled a pass from Piotr Zielinski
in mid-air and then poked it past the on-rushing Simon
Mignolet with the outside of his left boot. The hosts
leveled three minutes before half time. Kevin de Bruyne
cut through the Polish defense. After his drive was par-
ried, Timothy Castagne rolled the ball back to Axel
Witsel who swerved a drive inside the post.

Belgium took the lead after 59 minutes on the
counter-attack. Captain Eden Hazard found De Bruyne
free in the box and he slid a shot past Bartlomiej
Dragowski. Hazard, who struggled with injury at Real
Madrid this season and was an unused substitute in the
Champions League final, came off after 66 minutes. “I
am extremely happy that I could be important to the
team, especially after my season,” he said. Leandro
Trossard replaced Hazard and scored twice in seven
minutes. Defender Leander Dendoncker then struck his
first international goal from long range.

Lois Openda, who came off the bench to make his
international debut with six minutes left, rounded off

the rout in added time. “It was a match that will give us
a lot to think about, a lot of question marks in various
parts of our game plan and overall strategy, but also a
lesson on how to play against such teams,” said
Liewandowski. Belgium, who lost their Group 4 opener
to the Netherlands, sit second behind their neighbours
and ahead of Poland on goal difference.

“Nobody should be worried about the future of
Belgian football. We have immense talent but we have
to be patient,” said Martinez. “We finally have the
structure in place. The rest will follow, but the talent
is definitely there.” In the World Cup in Qatar in
November, Belgium have been drawn in a group with
Canada, Morocco and the 2018 losing finalists
Croatia. Poland face Mexico, Saudi Arabia and
Argentina. “I told the players that they should use it
as a reminder of how opponents play at the very
highest levels in the world,” said Poland coach
Czeslaw Michniewicz. —AFP

BRUSSELS: Belgium’s midfielder Eden Hazard (2nd left)
kicks the ball during the UEFA Nations League - League A -
Group 4 football match between Belgium and Poland on
June 8, 2022.  —AFP

Platini was worth 
a million: Blatter
BELLINZONA: Michel Platini “was worth his
million” Swiss francs a year, former FIFA
president Sepp Blatter insisted Thursday,
telling a Swiss court he could not understand
why the pair were answering fraud charges.
The former world football chief and French
football legend Platini are being tried at
Switzerland’s Federal Criminal Court in the
southern city of Bellinzona, following an
investigation that began in 2015 and lasted six
years. The pair are being tried over a two mil-
lion Swiss franc ($2.08 million) payment in
2011 to Platini, who was then in charge of
European football’s governing body UEFA.
Blatter spoke for the first time in the two-
week trial, which opened on Wednesday.

“I just had this man on my team and he was
worth his million,” said the 86-year-old retired
Swiss football administrator. Platini was
employed as an adviser to Blatter between 1998
and 2002. They signed a contract in 1999 for an
annual remuneration of 300,000 Swiss francs,
which was paid in full by FIFA. The men insist
that they had, from the outset, orally agreed to
an annual salary of one million francs. Blatter
joined FIFA in 1975 and became the president
of world football’s governing body in 1998.

He told the court he turned to former France
captain Platini for advice. Platini is regarded

among world football’s greatest-ever players.
He won the Ballon d’Or, considered the most
prestigious individual award, three times in the
mid-1980s. “When I was elected as president
of FIFA, we had a bad record. But I thought
that a man who had been in football could help
us - FIFA and myself,” Blatter told the court.
Platini “told me: ‘I’m worth a million’. I told him:
‘So you’ll be with me for a million’,” he added.

‘Gentlemen’s agreement’ 
The prosecution accuses Blatter of having

signed off an invoice for two million Swiss
francs presented to FIFA by Platini in 2011,
almost nine years after the end of his work as
Blatter’s adviser. But the two men had never
signed a contract providing for such a salary.
Blatter insisted that he had agreed with Platini a
“balance” to be settled “later” when FIFA’s
finances would allow it, in a “gentlemen’s agree-
ment” concluded orally and without witnesses.

“It’s a salary that was due,” he insisted. “I
don’t know why we are in a criminal hearing
for an administrative procedure,” he said in a
strained voice, repeating that the investigation
had put him through “seven years of punish-
ment - an eternity”. Both are accused of fraud
and forgery of a document. Blatter is accused
of misappropriation and criminal mismanage-
ment, while Platini, 66, is accused of partici-
pating in those offences. The trial will con-
clude on June 22, with the three judges
expected to deliver their verdict on July 8. If
convicted, the pair could face up to five years
in jail or a fine. —AFP
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